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Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation according to
classification by B.L. Dzerdzeevskii
Classification of the Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation was
developed under the leadership of B.L. Dzerdzeevskii [Dzerdzeevskii at al., 1946;
Dzerdzeevskii, 1962] specifically for the analysis of long-term fluctuations of
atmospheric circulation and associated variations in the air temperature and
atmospheric precipitation and for climate prediction. Based on the analysis of daily
weather maps of the Northern Hemisphere there were allocated 4 groups, 13 types,
41 sub-types, the elementary circulation mechanism (ECM), which is the basic unit
of classification (www.atmospheric-circulation.ru).
Each ECM has a dynamic scheme, so it characterizes the entire Hemisphere
and at the same time shows the trajectory of cyclones and anticyclones over
specific regions. Each ECM can be applied to a certain season. Therefore this
classification has been used for the study of the global and regional changes in
climate, fluctuations of atmosphere – ocean system, and also to the snow and ice
regime.
The long-term series of fluctuation of monthly and annual atmospheric
circulation over the Northern Hemisphere from 1899 till 2012 according to the
Dzerdzeevskii’ classification were considered.

Fig. 1. Deviations of the duration of circulation groups from the average for 1899-2012
(10-years running means)
1 – zonal + disturbance of zonal, 2 – northern meridional, 3 – southern meridional

3 circulation epochs alternate during the period of 1899-2012 (Fig. 1): two
meridional (lasting from 1899 to 1915 and from 1957 up to now) and one zonal
epoch (1916-1956). The difference between the early and present-day meridional
epochs is in the duration of the northern and southern ECM. In the beginning of
XX century the meridional southern processes were almost not observed (Fig. 2).
The duration of those processes has increased since 1920’s and only in 1963

reached the average level for 1899-2012. From the beginning of 1980’s to 1997
they rapidly increased, so that the meridional southern group of circulation made
more than one-third of the duration of year, and character of weather was
determined by the alternation of meridional northern and meridional southern
processes. From 1998 to nowadays the duration of the meridional southern
processes was decreased, but in 2012 it exceeds by 22 days the average value for
1899-2012. The duration of meridional northern processes from 1992 increased
and in 2012 exceeds its average value for 1899-2012 by 60 days.

Fig. 2. Duration of the annual circulation groups for 1899-2012: 1 - northern meridional, 2 –
average multiyear value of northern meridional, 3 – southern meridional, 4 – average multiyear
value of southern meridional, 5 – disturbance of zonal, 6 – disturbance of zonal average, 7 –
zonal, 8 – zonal average

Thus, while the character of the meridional northern and zonal epochs is
rather even, the meridional southern epoch can be divided into 4 periods with a
various combinations of the duration of circulation groups (Table 1).
Table 1 – The limits of circulation epochs and the periods inside

Circulation epoch
Northern meridional
Zonal
southern meridional

Years
1899-1915
1916-1956
1957 to present

The periods inside epoch

Years

Simultaneous increase of 1957-1969
northern and southern
meridional processes
duration
The increase of zonal
1970-1980
processes duration
Fast growth of southern 1981-1997
meridional processes

duration
Decrease of meridional
1998-2012
southern and growth of
meridional northern
processes duration
Figures 3-8 show the dynamic schemes of ECM with the greatest annual
duration for a marked period and long-term changes in their annual duration for
1899-2012. The arrows on the schemes indicate the direction of movement of
anticyclones (from the north) and cyclones (from the west and south-west).

Fig. 3. Dynamic schemes and long-term changes in the annual duration for 1899-2012
of ECM 10b (summer) and 11a (winter) with the greatest annual duration in the 1899-1915.

Fig. 4. Dynamic schemes and long-term changes in the annual duration for 1899-2012
of ECM 1a (winter), 2b, 4c (summer) and 7bw (winter) with the greatest annual duration in the
1916-1956 (1a, 2b - without blocking, 4c and 7bw – one blocking).

Fig. 5. Dynamic schemes and long-term changes in the annual duration for 1899-2012
of ECM 8cs (summer) and 12cw (winter) with the highest annual duration in the 1957-1969.

Fig. 6. Dynamic schemes and long-term changes in the annual duration for 1899-2012
of ECM 2a (summer) and 4a (winter) with the highest annual duration in the 1970-1980.

Fig. 7. Dynamic schemes and long-term changes in the annual duration for 1899-2012
of ECM 13w (winter) and 13s (summer) with the highest annual duration in the 1981-1997
(without blocking, 3-4 southern cyclone outlets).

Fig. 8. Dynamic schemes and long-term changes in the annual duration for 1899-2012 of ECM
9a (warm season) and 12a (all seasons) with the highest annual duration in the 1998-2012

Fluctuations of the Northern Hemisphere and global air temperature
Fluctuations of the air temperature for the period of instrumental
observations is well coordinated with the fluctuations of the atmospheric

circulation. Global air temperature is lower than over the Northern Hemisphere
(http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/).
The first epoch was cold (Fig. 9). The deviation of the average annual air
temperature for 1899-1915 from the averaged value for 1961-1990 was negative.
The coldest years in the Northern Hemisphere for the entire period 1899-2012
were 1907 and 1917, the deviations made -0,52º C and -0,54° C.
The increase in the duration of zonal processes in 1920-1940’s was
accompanied
by the rise in temperature including historical warming of the Arctic regions. The
deviations of
the average annual air temperature in the Northern Hemisphere for 1937-1944
from the average value for 1961-1990 were positive. The warmest year for a zonal
epoch was 1944, the deviations made 0,147° C.
In the period of a decrease in the zonal and increase in the duration of
northern meridional ECM in present epoch (1957-1985) in the Northern
Hemisphere there were observed temperature lowerings. The coldest year for this
period was 1976, the deviations made -0,295° C. The recent negative deviation (0,135° С) was recorded in 1985.
In the period from 1986 to 1998, when the duration of the meridional
southern ECM was maximum, the warm period can be defined . Rapid growth of
the duration of southern meridional processes is connected to climatic changes in
the system ocean - atmosphere [Byshev at al., 2004]. The tropical zone of Pacific
ocean and area of the Mediterranean are the basic generators of the southern
cyclones moving ahead far on the north by almost meridional trajectories and
bringing in high latitudes southern heat and precipitations. The warmest for this
period was 1998, the deviations was 0,61° C.

Fig. 9. Deviations of the annual air temperature of the Northern Hemisphere (1) and Global (2)
from the averaged value for 1961-1990 (http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/)

In 1999-2012, in the period of a decrease in the duration of southern
meridional and increase in the northern meridional ECM, the temperature
anomalies varied between 0.3-0.6º C, i. e, warming is not expressed.
Now there is a change in the tendencies in the system ocean - atmosphere
[Byshev at al., 2006]. Downturn of temperature of water in the top 600-meter layer
of ocean is expressed. The Atlantic Ocean becomes cold faster, than the Pacific
Ocean.
Annual range of the air temperature
.

Fig. 10. Deviations of the air temperature in January and July in the Northern Hemisphere for
1899-2012 from the averaged value for 1961-1990
(http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/)

The unsteady nature of the atmospheric circulation determines the changes
in the prevailing weather conditions. During the period of cyclonic circulation over
the continents the winters are mild with frequent thaws and summers are cool and
rainy. In conditions of prevailing anti-cyclonic circulation over the continents the
winters are usually cold with frosts, while summers are hot, with droughts and
fires. Such weather leads to an increase in the amplitude of the annual air
temperature (the difference between the maximum summer and minimum winter
temperature), which has a negative impact on both agriculture and the state of the
soils, pipelines, railways and buildings. As I have no data to compare the
maximum and minimum annual temperatures in the Northern Hemisphere, I cite
the difference between the anomalies of the mean January and July air
temperatures (Fig. 10). In the recent years, the positive anomalies of January
temperatures have decreased significantly, as opposed to July.
Fluctuation of atmospheric circulation in the sectors of the Northern
Hemisphere
The elementary circulation mechanism, operating as the uniform, complete
mechanism of

a macro-circulation exchange, is manifested in the Northern Hemisphere
differently. For the study of these features the Northern Hemisphere was divided
into six sectors [Dzerdzeevskii, 1970], the boundaries between them were lined in
view of distribution of continents and the oceans determining seasonal features of
development of atmospheric circulation. Each of sectors lay in the following
borders: Atlantic — 60° W. — 0°; European — 0 ° — 60° E.; Siberian — 60° E—
120° E; Far East — 120° E — 170° E; Pacific — 170° E — 120° W; American —
120° W —60° W. On the directions of the movement of pressure systems in
sectors were determined 10 circulation groups. These groups in each sector were
joined into four: zonal, meridional northern, meridional southern and meridional
northern combined with the southern meridional. Last group includes ECM, in
which after the southern cyclone outlet in the sector formed a stationary
anticyclone in arctic air. In recent years, in some sectors such situation occurs
frequently.
Characteristics of circulation epoch in sectors of the Northern Hemisphere
and their borders in the twentieth century have been considered in [Kononova,
2010]. Consider the features of the recent period.
By analogy with Fig. 1, reflecting the change in the duration of circulation
groups in deviations from their mean values for the Northern Hemisphere, Fig. 11
shows the fluctuations of the four generalized circulation groups duration for the
six sectors of the Northern Hemisphere. Here are the main features of the
atmospheric circulation in each sector in the XXI century.
In the Atlantic sector, all of the circulation groups, except for the zonal, were
longer than average (Fig. 11, a), but the duration of the southern meridional
circulation decreases rapidly, and the meridional northern and especially the
meridian northern, combined with southern meridional decrease. This circulation
pattern promotes frequent weather changes, intensification of atmospheric fronts,
increased precipitation and frequency of weather extremes on islands and in coastal
areas, as we have seen in recent years.
In the European sector tn the XXI century the largest positive anomaly
accounted for the duration of the output of Mediterranean cyclones. Passing
through the continent from south to north, they flow into the Atlantic cyclones, the
duration of which is also above average. Rapidly growing duration of circulation
"meridional northern combined with the meridian southern." As a result, in the
south of Eastern Europe often shaped stationary anticyclone, leading to frost in
winter and summer drought. Cyclones also staying on the southern and western
peripheries, contribute to the formation of floods and other natural hazards in the
Caucasus, Karelia and in other regions. Some Mediterranean cyclones, faced with
a European anticyclone, go to Western Siberia and Central Asia, bringing rains in
these regions.
In the Siberian sector in the XXI century is higher than the average duration
of the zonal circulation prevailing in the high latitudes, the meridional northern
combined with southern meridional and especially fast-growing northern
meridional circulation. This group promotes the formation of a powerful winter
Siberian anticyclone, coupled with Arctic anticyclone by high-pressure band. In

recent years, this anticyclone sometimes covers from Khabarovsk to London.
Atlantic cyclones, bypassing the Siberian anticyclone to the north, leave the
precipitation in northern Europe and western Siberia.

a)

b)

с)

e)

d)

f)

Fig. 11. Deviation of generalized circulation groups duration in the sectors of the Northern
Hemisphere from its average for 1899-2012 (10-years smoothed): 1 – zonal, 2 - northern
meridional, 3 - southern meridional, 4 - meridian northern, combined with southern meridional;
a) – Atlantic sector, b) – European, c) – Siberian, d) - Far Eastern, e) – Pacific, f) – American.

In the Far Eastern sector there is not of the northern meridional group of the
circulation, only the meridional northern combined with the southern meridional.
Its duration is now below average. Above average duration is only southern
meridional circulation. Southern cyclones moving far to the north, bring to the
Magadan region and Chukotka southern warmth and precipitation. Often it is
typhoons, regenerated by the polar front, and turned into southern cyclones
temperate latitudes.
In the Pacific sector of the greatest positive anomaly duration, as well as in
the Far Eastern sector, most of the XXI century had southern meridional
circulation group. Now the first place has the northern meridional circulation.

Above the average was also duration of the meridional northern combined with the
southern meridional circulation group. This circulation pattern leads to a large
frequency of dangerous natural processes associated with heavy precipitation, on
Kamchatka, Sakhalin and the Kuril Islands.
In the American sector at the end of XX - beginning of XXI century the only
zonal circulation group has a positive anomalies duration. Now the largest positive
anomalies has rapidly growing duration of the circulation group "meridional
northern combined with the southern meridian." Contact of air masses with
different temperature leads to an intensification of the fronts, the wind increase, an
increase of precipitation, and hence the associated hazardous weather phenomena.
As we can see, in all sectors, except for the Far East, northern meridional
circulation or meridional northern combined with southern meridional becomes
predominant. This in turn leads to an increase in the annual amplitude of the
temperature in the different sectors (Fig. 12).
b
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Fig. 12. Annual range of air temperature in
deferent sectors: 1 – annual range,
2 – 10-years smoothed,
3 – average;
a – Moscow, European Russia;
b – Dudinka, West Siberia;
c – Khatanga, East Siberia;
d – Verkhoyansk, Far East;
e – Markovo, Pacific sector

Connection of avalanching with the Northern Hemisphere atmospheric
circulation
The relation between the snow avalanches and ECM in the four regions of
the Northern Hemisphere was analyzed (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Regions of avalanching

For the different mountain regions there were revealed ECM with the most
frequent avalanching and with the largest number of avalanches in the period of
their action The majority of them belong to northern meridional group.
In the Magadan region at ECM 8cw (Fig. 14a) for 1981-1987 67% of days
with avalanches were registered; in 78% cases this ECM was marked one day
below.
In the Khibiny region at ECM 8bs (Fig. 14b) for 1981-1987 80% of the days
with avalanches were registered.
In Austria and Switzerland for 1981-1987 64% days with avalanching at
ECM 11b (Fig. 14c) and for 1993-2001 63% days with catastrophic avalanches at
ECM 7bw (see Fig 4) were marked; 57% days with avalanches for 1981-1987 in
Davos region and in avalanche period in Alps in winter 1999 were marked at ECM
13w (see Fig. 7).
In the Tirol region in winter periods of 1993-2001 the avalanches almost
always released in case of summer ECM realization in the cold period.
In the USA (Utah, Montana, Colorado, Washington), Austria and Italy many
avalanching were registered at ECM 12bw (Fig. 14d).
We also analyzed 1,389 cases of catastrophic avalanches with fatalities that
have occurred over the period 1995-2001 in 34 countries of the Northern
Hemisphere. 73% days with avalanches and 73% cases one day below were
marked at ECM 11c (Fig. 14e); 42% days with catastrophic avalanches in the
Northern Hemisphere were marked at ECM 13w (see Fig. 7);

a)

b)

c)
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Fig. 14. Dynamic schemes of ECM with
avalanches
e)

Conclusions
An analysis of the long-term fluctuations of atmospheric circulation for 1899-2012
revealed an existence of 3 circulation epochs that are different by the combination
of duration of circulation groups that determine climatic character of the epoch.
The present-day meridional circulation epoch is the very unsteady one. Now the
duration of blocking processes in the Northern Hemisphere increases. This leads to
an increase in the frequency of hot summers and very cold winters on the
continents. This is a major change of climate which occurs now. The changeable
nature of the atmospheric circulation affects the regime of glaciers and other
glaciological processes.
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